
1 Pak. slams strikes by Iran, recalls envoy

1 Crack down on hate speech, incitement to
violence, says SC

4 India defends Iran, cites its position of no
compromise against terrorism

6 Rainfall rising in over half of India’s sub-districts,
says four-decade study

6 Over half of youth struggling with basic maths:
ASER study

8 Regional turmoil 

8 A search for deterrence in the Red Sea

9
The fading role of universities in society

9 Rural girls want to be engineers, doctors but
choose arts

10 On delisting some Kuki-Zomi tribes

10 Where do China-Taiwan relations stand?

12 Why did Iran carry out strikes in Iraq, Syria and
Pakistan?

12 Greenland has lost 20% more ice than previously
thought, says study

14 Q3 growth may slip below 6%: ICRA

15 China sees one of its worst years of growth since
1990 as recovery stalls

 

1 Pak warns of consequences as Iran strikes terror
bases in Balochistan

1 China’s population drops for second year, with
record low birth rate 

1 Most rural kids 14-18 can't do Class 3 math,
over 25% can't read

10 The genocide question

10 CUES FOR REFORM

10 TRADES UPS AND DOWNS

10 CLASSROOM AT A CLICK

12 Access, usage, privacy: Boys have edge
over girls when it comes to smartphones

13 Black Wednesday: What led to a mkt
crash of over 2%?

13 Govt proposes repealing Indian Stamp Act,
seeks public input on draft Bill

14 Inequality & social mobility

14 Gaps in learning persist, but tech access offers
avenues beyond school
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